2L 2011 ‘The Year That Was’
We're all in this together
Once we know that we are we're all stars & we see that.
We're all in this together & it shows when we stand
Hand in hand
Make our dreams come true…
My favourite memory of 2L 2011...

...was making finger puppets and making up plays.-

...was all the funny times 2L had together-Tyrese N

...was when we wrote about life cycles-Kiara R

...was making my poster for Shark Attack Island-Hayden

...was when we went to Whalan Goes MADD!!-Mohamed K

...was when we practised in the hall for MADD-Tiffany

...was doing all kinds of fun maths things. Henry A

...was when I learnt how to use the split strategy with 3 and 2 digit numbers-Zakalaia S

...was when we went to Longneck Lagoon-Jasmine C

...was writing about life cycles-Violet N

...was doing the Tree House poem-Melissa B
Take a peek at 2L